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were   carved   from   hard   wood;   this   is   Quercus   coccinea   var.   tuberculata
Sarg.   On   some   trees   the   cup   scales   are   looser   and   slightly   puberulent,
as   in   the   typical   form   of   the   eastern   states.   The   winter   buds   are   rather
large,   full   and  rounded  at   the  apex,   with   scales   finely   puberulent   at   their
tips.

It  is  interesting  to  note  that  Mr.  B.  F.  Bush  appears  to  have  also  found
a  tree   of   this   species,   a  short   time   ago,   near   Montier,   Shannon   County.
I  have   seen   specimens   of   fruit   and   leaves   from   this   tree,   and   there   can
scarcely   be   any   doubt   that   it   is   Quercus   coccinea.   There   are   also   two
specimens   in   the   herbarium   of   the   Arnold   Arboretum,   collected   by   Mr.
J.   H.   Kellogg,   near   Jerome,   Phelps   County,   which   have   been   referred   to
this   species.   This   seems   to   definitely   establish   the   fact   that   the   Scarlet
Oak   is   found   in   Missouri,   although   it   appears   to   be   a  comparatively   rare
species   and,   so   far   as   we   know   now,   confined   to   a  few   localities   in   the
southern   and   southeastern   parts   of   the   state.
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Cedrus   libanotica   Link,   Handb.   n.   480   (1831).
Cedrus  libanitica  Trew  apud  Pilger  in  Engler  & Prantl,  Nat.  Pflanzenfam.  ed.

2,   xiii.   329  (1926).
The  complete  synonymy  of   this   species   will   be  found  on  p.   205  of   the

preceding   volume   of   this   Journal   with   the   exception   of   the   name   now
taken   up   by   Pilger.   I  can,   however,   not   follow   Pilger   in   considering   the
name   C.   libanitica   Trew   a  valid   binomial.   Trew’s   book   “Cedrorum
Libani   historia   of   1757”   is   nomenclatorially   a  prelinnean   publication;
he   does   not   use   binomial   nomenclature   and   even   when   he   cites   (p.   7)
from   Linnaeus’   Species   plantarum   he   omits   the   “nomen   triviale”   and
cites   “Pinus   foliis   fasciculatis   acutis   Linn.   Sp.   pi.   1001,   n.   6,”   which
clearly   shows   that   he   has   no   intention   to   use   binomials.   Also,   when   he
enumerates   (p.   7-8)   the   Conifers   he   examined  and  compared  with   Cedrus,
he  cites:   Larix   folio  deciduo  conifera,   Abies  Taxifolio  sursum  spectante,   etc.
The  binomial  credited  to  him  by  Pilger  is  contained  in  a sentence  on  p.  4,
which   reads:   “Tab.   prior   Cedri   Libaniticae   totus   habitus   secundum   unam
ex  Chelseanis  maioribus  delineatus.  ” It  is  evident  that  this  is  only  a coloquial
designation  for  the  Cedar  of  Lebanon  and  not  intended  as  a name  proposed
for  this  tree.   He  does  not  mention  this  name,  on  page  4 and  5 where  he
enumerates  all  the  names  applied  to  the  Cedar  of  Lebanon  with  references
to  literature,  nor  does  he  use  this  name  anywhere  else  in  his  treatise.  Such
accidental   binomials  in  publication  by  authors  who  did  not  accept  binomial
nomenclature  have  been  rejected  in  other  cases,   as  e.   g.,   the  name  Alnus

1 Confined  from  vol.  vn.  p.  37.
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